FAQ The tiny Chapel
Do you want a beautiful Chapel on your property for
a wonderful array of differing types of events, but not
have it permanently structured in one place. Having
flexibility of moving it if you wish.
Give Tiny Footprint a call to discuss 0499 385 398

What could a tiny Chapel be suitable for?
A range of events including weddings, naming days, remembrance
days, funerals, kitchen tea parties, hen’s parties, champagne events,
music festivals, photo shoots or just an alternative dining space and
much more.
Each tiny Chapel is purpose built to your needs, example an opening
panel along one side of the Chapel can open up and become a
champagne bar or food servery. You can have the windows, doors and
roofline personalised to any design you like.

How big can a Chapel be and how many can it seat?
Width: minimum 2.5m to maximum 3.5m
Length : minimum 5m to maximum 12m
Seating minimum of 10 and maximum of 40 people in pew or
individual seat arrangement or dinner parties depending on your seat
configuration. Remembering you can use immediate area outside for
extended seating or an outdoor event and using the Chapel as a
backdrop.

How does the Chapel get power or water?
Options abound! You can choose to have off grid (solar) or mains or
hybrid. For water you can connect into existing tap or have a discreet
under frame tank. For grey water you can use a temporary holding tank
or slow seep hose disposal.

How much would a tiny Chapel cost to build?
Indicative pricing is on the reverse of this sheet. A price would be
provided to you after a design consultation. This would include pricing
for a trailer and skids so you could determine the best choice for you. .

Do you have options for designs we can view?
There are many pictures and designs available on the intranet for
you to search and view. We are builders with design skills we
can either build to a design you have found, or we can define the
design in partnership with you. Putting your logo or initials onto
the tiny Chapel, there are many differing design choices.

a tiny Chapel
you can do exactly the
same design and size; or
alter the size or create
your own design and size.
on a trailer or skids.

A tiny Chapel construction …. please explain?
Constructed very much like a small house, timber framing and
hurricane straps to the skid or trailer as your foundation. The
construction is safe, insurable and assured to be of great quality.

What are the foundations of these Chapels?
You can have your tiny Chapel built on a registered trailer on wheels or
on steel skids. It is a personal choice which best suits your needs.

How long does it take to build?

a tiny Chapel interior
this is 2.5m wide,
maximum width
can be 3.5m

4 to 12 weeks dependant on the design .

What materials are used in building the Chapel?
Each design is personalised to your preferences. Recycle material or
new we will work with you on what is best for your design. You may
wish an ultra modern chic design, timber cladding and timber
features. You may wish aluminium large expansive windows or arched
cedar windows. So many variations of all materials are possible.

Is it insulated and what is the heating / cooling?
Yes, insulation is under floor, walls and ceiling and there is an optional
split system for heating and cooling, there again are many options
depending on your design and budget.

a tiny Chapel veranda
each design can be
personalised, different roof
designs, veranda or no
veranda or deeper veranda.
Include your branding.
there are so
many choices for your
personalised design.

Trailers
width 2.5m x length 5m to 6m
width 2.5m x length 7m to 9m
width 3.5m x length 7m to 12m
compliance plate, breaks, lights, tri axle, stabiliser legs
x 6, avg 2t to 3.5t weight
Skids
width 2.5m x length 5m to 6m
width 2.5m x length 7m to 9m
width 3.5m x length 7m to 12m
this is indicative pricing, pricing is based on a linear
metre and the design will dictate the quantity required.
We make the skids on site to suit the design.
The build - Chapel
Indicative pricing based on the inclusions listed; cedar
arched windows and door as per pictures, timber
cladding, ironbark recycled timber features, natural
wood floor, veranda
width 2.5m x length 5m to 6m
width 2.5m x length 7m to 9m
width 3.5m x length 7m to 12m

inclusions and exclusions

8K-10K
10k-15K
14K-19k

4K-5K
5k-8K
7K-10k

55k -70k
70k -85k
70k-100k

A design service is offered to come up with a design specific to your needs, or
take the design you see here and extend to the size you require, then either
place on skids or a trailer.

Included

$ Aud
(ex GST)

indicative pricing

Built on a trailer or skids

J

Framing material, insulation, gutter, down pipes, natural wood
flooring. internal and external wall cladding and finish, opening side
window for servery

J

Plumbing, taps, camp kitchen sink

J

Electrical, down lights, 2 way dimmer switches, 3 double internal
power, 1 x external, under trailer or base lights for evening, 2.5kw
split system

J

Small Solar System + batteries

J

Windows; cedar arched frame windows x 4 large and 4 small and
cedar front door, e glass windows

J

Veranda, 1.2m deep, surrounding railing and finishing to suit design
including steps to front

J

Quotes provided for the below excluded items if desired
• Skylight(s)
• Water tank solution
• Extra event lighting
• LPG gas bottles and external camp kitchen
• Site preparation and placement
• More expansive solar system and batteries
• Specialised blue tooth electronic needs and or speakers
• Purpose made seating or cabinetry

trailer
compliance plate, breaks, lights, tri axle,
stabiliser legs, 12 mths registration

skids
designed and constructed on site to suit
design, example pictures

size of Chapel
Tip: get spray paint in a can and mark desired
size out on the ground.
Width : 2.5m to 3.5m
Length: 5m to 12m
Max height 4.3m

Contact Chris or Ferne 0499 385 398
Tiny Footprint Pty Ltd
ABN 25 620 378 958
Facebook: tinychapelonwheels@tinychapelonwheels
Facebook: tinyfootprint@tinyfootprinthomes
Web: www.tinyfootprint.com.au
Email: info@tinyfootprint.com.au
Instagram: @tinyhouseobsession
Also on pinterest and houzz

Tiny Footprint provides tiny building structures that are high quality,
safe, functional, and personalised to enable lifestyle dreams.
Our tiny structure builds include tiny Chapels,
tiny houses and anything that is defined as tiny.
We support the process from early concept, design,
council engagement (if required), site preparation,
insurance, locating to its resting place, placement
and of course the build.

Love Life, Live Tiny

